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Optical properties of rough surfaces: General theory and the small roughness limits
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The diffraction of electromagnetic waves from the rough surface of a material of finite permittivity is

examined for the case where the wavelength of the incident radiation is comparable to the dimensions of the
surface roughness. Two methods of calculation studied are the Rayleigh method and the extinction-theorem
integral-equation method. The latter is shown to have a unique exact solution. This property is, in turn, used

to show how the Rayleigh method can be modified to give convergent results. The extinction theorem is also

used to reduce the Rayleigh equations to a simpler form. These reduced equations, which are extremely
convenient to use in the case of small roughness, are applied in this case to find perturbative expressions for
the reflected field and for the surface-plasmon dispersion relation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The general problem of the ref lectivity of rough
surfaces has attracted a, gr~at deal of interest in
several separate connections: classical optics
and the properties of diffracti. on gratings, classi-
cal acoustics, ' the interpretation of radar sig-
nals, ' and, more recently, the study of the physi. -
cal properties of well-characterized solid sur-
faces by atom scattering. " Because of the dif-
ference in background between people working in
these areas, and because of the difference in
emphasis on various aspects of the problem, the
theory has been redeveloped fairly independently
in each instance. The ref lectivity formulas have
been extensively examined in two limiting cases:
the case of small roughness, when the height of
the roughness is much smaller than the wave-
length of the incident radiation, ' ' and the case of
large-scale roughness, when the surface profile
varies slowly on the scale of the incident wave-
length. ""In the former case the appropriate
form of perturbation theory can be applied, while
in the latter one can use the semiclassical con-
cepts of ray optics. However, there is still con-
siderable uncertainty on how to construct a theory
that is computationally convenient, that is exact.
in principle for the general case of arbitrary
roughness, that reproduces the two extreme lim-
its, and that shows how to obtain corrections in a
systematic way.

The method originally proposed by Lord Ray-
leigh' in connection with problems of acoustics
and later extended by Fano' to optical gratings
leads to a divergent expression, if the surface
profile is not sufficiently smooth. " A general
explicit criterion for the validity of the original
Rayleigh theory is still missing, but it is known
that for a sinusoidal hard wall of equation z
= cocos(Stre/a) the ratio g / 0maust be less than

0.072 ~3 ~5

However, it is possible to modify Rayleigh's
procedure" in such a way that, at least in prin-
ciple, convergence can always be achieved. ""
The necessary modifications are easily made for
the case of the perfect conductor, "but become
cumbersome when applied to a medium of finite
permittivity and to our knowledge have never been
presented explicitly. On the other hand, numeri-
cal calculations have shown that the original Bay-
leigh-Fano method does not always converge even
for a medium of finite permittivity. "

Another method is based on obtaining integral
equations that involve only the fields at the sur-
face and their derivatives. This can be accom-
plished by using either the Lippmann-Schwinger
equation"'" or, more simply and equivalently,
Green's theorem"" (i.e. , Huygens' principle).
When the integrals appearing in these methods are
continued across the surface, one obtains a simple
derivation of the classical extinction theorems of
optics" (which can also be viewed as an "extended
boundary condition" in the case of reflection from
a perfect conductor). This crucis, l step, which
has been taken more or less independently by
several authors" ""leads directly to equations
that are similar in form to the Rayleigh equations
and equally convenient for computational purposes,
but valid in principle without restriction. (The
same equations have been obtained by DeSanto"
by a somewhat different but equivalent procedure. )

It is the purpose of this paper to establish ex-
plicitly the relation between the Rayleigh and
extinction-theorem methods for the general case
of reflection at the surface of a medium of per-
mittivity &." In the process we obtain a set of
"reduced Rayleigh equations" that are extremely
convenient for the discussion of the limit of small
roughness.

We are especially interested in the application
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of the theory to the scattering of light from metal
surfaces and the excitation of surface plasmons.
The mathematical difficulties mentioned above
are encountered in the theory of the reflection of
scalar waves at rough surfaces as well as in the
theory of electromagnetic waves. In addition, the
vector nature of the electromagnetic field intro-
duces a polarization dependence that is of con-
siderable interest in itself. In particular, the
incident light can couple resonantly to surface
modes of the electromagnetic field (surface plas-
mons) and to surface phonons. The dispersion
relation of these surface modes or surface excita-
tions is itself affected by the roughness of the
surface. ""

We shall consider in detail a geometry of inci-
dence where the field equations reduce to a single
scalar equation, but the boundary conditions are
such that the light can couple to surface modes.
We can then study the full range of phenomena
associated with the propagation of vector waves,
such as the electromagnetic field, while retaining
the simplicity of a scalar theory. Quite generally,
of course, the reduction to independent scalar
equations is always a desirable first step in the
treatment of a vector problem.

In Sec. II we give a critical review of the Bay-.
leigh-I'ano (HF) theory, which will be cast in a
form that facilitates comparison with the exact
theory and also greatLy simplifies the solution of
the RF equations in the limit of small roughness.
In Sec. III we develop the exact theory in a form
that has great similarity to the RF method but is
free from its limitations. In Sec. IV the relation
between the two methods is fully explored. In
Sec. V the theory is applied to find the ref lectivity
and the surface-plasmon dispersion relation in the
limit of small roughness.

II. RAYLEIGH-FANO THEORY

We shall consider a P-polarized wave incident
on a medium of dielectric constant E bounded by
the surface of equation 2 = g(y) that lies generally
parallel to the plane z = 0. The medium occupies
the half space z & &, the frequency of the incoming
radiation is ~, the plane of incidence is the plane
x= 0. Since we assume that the surface is smooth
in the x direction, all reflected waves also lie in
the plane x=0, with an electric field vector in that
plane and a magnetic field pointing in the x direc-
tion. Let B(y,») be the x component of the mag-
netic field and let superscripts "out" and "in" de-
note the field outside and inside the medium. B
obeys a scalar wave equation and suffices, with
appropriate boundary conditions, to give a full
description of the scattering.

The continuity conditions at the surface» = f(y)

are

II"(y, &(y))= &'"'(y, &(y)),

8@in eggou t

es

(2.la)

(2.I )

with

—= t:I+ &'(y)'l '" ——&'(y)—
8pg 88

(2.2)

por most applications we suppose that g(y) is a
periodic function of period a, so that we can write

&(y) = g «*'"" (2.3)

~ &f (&Ov+Pog)

and the reflected field for z ——~ is

(2.4)

a &«~~-~~&
n (2 5)

with K„=Ko+ G„and

IP„+P„=&d /C .
Similarly for z -+~, the refracted field is

(2.6)

Cen (2.V)

with

K„+tg„= e(d /c . (2.8)

For a nonperiodic surface we shall use a quasi-
continuous variable K'=K, + 6 instead of K„. Then
(2.5) and (2.7) become, respectively,

Q g(ff'&)Cl (»'2 &&'2 &

K'

g C(Z')8'&»'"' &,

(2.5')

with

fP 2+ PI 2 N2/C2

2+ I / 2 e (g2/C2

(2 8')

(2.8')

If we assume that the expressions (2.5') and (2.V')

can be continued up to the surface» = C(y) and
impose the condition (2.l), we find

with G„= 2 nv/a. However, much of the following
development still holds for a general f(y), pro-
vided only that the discrete sum in (2.3) is re-
placed by a Fourier integral. Alternatively, we
can simply take the limit a- ~ in the formulas for
a periodic surface, with the understanding that
Q„-afdK/22 If t.he incident wave vector has
components K, and p, parallel and perpendicular
to the surface, with Z', +P2, = &u2/c2, the incident
field is
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g [-e '» ~"'e' '~B(K')+ e'~~("e'»"C(K')] =B e'~o~(" e' »o) (2.9a)

[p'eepr(r)]e 'e e'"'e' 'B(ep)e —[e' —K'),"(r)]e"e'"'e' 'C(x'))=[p, —ee ( (r)']B,e]e e"'e'
IP

(2.9b)
I

where the sum over K' reduces to a sum over K„=K,+ G„ for a periodic surface. By taking Fourier trans-
forms of both sides, with the definition

a
(ei(e' (') ei p' ('(r )e-i (»-»'&)e y

~K-K'—
p

we obtain after some manipulation the RF equations'~'"

g [- (e '~'~)» «, B(K')+ (e"'~)» «, C(K')] =Bi(e'~o~)» +,z'

((0/c) —KK
(

pe ( ) (,)
e ((0/c) KK

(
~ () (,)

(o)/c) —KKo
(

() i)

(2.10)

(2.11a)

(2.11b)

We remark that these are coupled equations for B
and C and that the matrix elements of the kernel,
of the type (e ' )»». are not symmetric functions
of K and K', since p = [((o/c)' -K ]'~' does not ap-
pear in the exponent.

It is possible to obtain a separate equation for
C and at the same time to obtain a more symmetric
kernel by multiplying (2.9a) and (2.9b), respec-
tively, by the factors [p Kf'(y-)] exp[- ipse(y)
—iKy] and exp[ —ipse(y) —iKy], summing side by
side and integrating over y. We find, using the
identities given in Appendix A,

(e —1)g, (e" "') C(K')
a' -P

= 2epg;5»» . (2.12)

Essentially the same equation has been obtained
by Waterman" starting from the extinction theo-
rem. We will return to this point in Sec. V. By a
similar procedure, using the factors [q+
KC'(y)] exp[iqf(y) iKy] an—d —~ && exp[iqP(y)
—iky], we find a separate equation for the reflect-
ed amplitude B:

and, similarly, instead of (2.13),

2qC(K)=(I-e) ' ("'" ")KK +P
Pp —0 K Kp

KK' rP (e«, e&c) ee(~))q+pI K K'

(2.15)

This is as close as we can come to an explicit
solution of the Rayleigh-Fano equations. The
physical meaning of the transformations leading
to (2.12)-(2.15) is discussed in Sec. III in connec-
tion with the extinction theorem.

III. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND EXTINCTION
THEOREM S

It is well known how Maxwell's differential equa-
tions can be converted into integral equations. "
In the case under consideration, we introduce the
outgoing-wave Green's function of free space:

KK'g KK + qp (,(, o. )() B(,)
PI

K»K' Go(r) =i" 'e"()", (3 1)

o 'Ipo (ei ()(eio)(:) B (2 13)
q+p K Kp i'

We can also multiply E(I. (2.9) by factors contain-
ing exp[ipse(y)], instead of exp[-ipse(y)], and pro-
ceed as above. We obtain then instead of (2.12)

2epB(K)=(1-~)p, ,
' ("'""")..C(K'),

KK' pq'
K'

(2.14)

G (&) &-(eia,r (3.2)

with k, = e' 'o)/c. For @&0, k, =i~ a ~'~'o)/c. Appli-
cation of Green's theorem (Huygens' principle) to
the empty half space below the surface of the me-
dium gives

with ko= o)/c, and the Green's function of a medium
of dielectric constant &

B (r) ——dS' [B'"'(r')(7'Go(~ r r)) —G,(( r ——r'()V'B'"'(r')] =
0 for»& f(y),

(3.3)
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where the integral is taken over the surface z' = f(y'). We introduce the field on the surface and its nor-
mal derivative on the vacuum side

If(y') = B'"'(o,y', &(y')), (3.4)

aa'"'&0 ~' z'&I ( &) [l g&2( ~))1/2
&n' g. g(3. )

(3.5)

and stipulate that G, and its normal derivative must be evaluated for z' = f(y'). Using (2.2), (3.3) can be
rewritten, for incidence in the plane x = 0,

0 for z & g(y),

(3.6a)

(3.61)

where all functions are evaluated at x = 0 I thus B,= B((0,y-, z), etc.]. Equation (3.61) expresses the extinc-
tion theorem"'"'": the field and its derivative on the surface act as sources that "extinguish" the incom-
ing field in the medium.

Two equations of the same type are obtained by applying Green's theorem to the half space occupied by
the medium. Taking into account the continuity conditions (2.1) we have

B" for z & g(y).

(3.Va)

(3.71)

~k pl a-e' l

G (r Pi) (
dmf(

e ~(R (%-%')
2m p

(3.8)

&$qlc a'l
G(r r ) dard c(R ()( 0')

2
(3.9)

q

where R= (x,y, 0), p'+If = ur'/c', and q'+If'
= e&'/c'. To find the reflection coefficients B'"'
must be evaluated for z --~; then ~x -x'

~

in
(3.8) can be replaced by s'-z, with the result that

Here again Eq. (3.7a) expresses the extinction
theorem. Equations (3.6) and (3.7) are not mutual-

ly independent. A complete set of equations that
is sufficient to determine the field on the surface
and its derivative is obtained by letting z —f(y) in
(3.6a) from below and (3.71) from above, so that
the right-hand side of both equations is H(y). Al-
ternatively, one can take the limit z- P(y) from
above in (3.61) and from below in (3.Va). The com-
patibility of these possible procedures follows
from the fact that the normal derivatives &GO/Bn'

and aG/an' computed for x' = f(y'), have a discon-
tinuity 4m6(x —x') x 6(y -y') in going from above to
below the surface z = f(y).

Once the self-consistent equations on the sur-
face have been solved for H and L, the diffracted
and refracted fields can be found from (3.6) for
z - —~ and (3.7) for x -+ ~, respectively. Explicit
formulas are obtained by Fourier transforming
H, I, &'"', and B"and using the integral repre-
sentations

B'"'(K z) ~B 6 e' 0'

(3.lo)

The heart of the problem however lies in finding
H and L. The self-consistent equations discussed
above are rather unmanageable in general, be-
cause both the source points and the observation
points lie on the surface z = f(y).

More manageable equations are obtained if the
observation points are taken on planes z = const
that lie outside the selvedge region, i.e. , for
a&mini(y) or z &max'(y). The essential simpli-
fication arises from the fact that z -z' in (3.8)
and (3.9) does not change sign, and therefore it is
not necessary to take the absolute value. Using
the extinction-theorem equations (3.61) and (3.7a)
and the Fourier representations (3.8) and (3.9)
one obtains convenient equations for H and L:

a"' dy p-Kg' y H y -iL y

a-' dy iq+Z4' y H y -zL y

)( c-(&9+(((((v) 0 (3 ] 2)
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It is clear by construction that the correct bound-
ary values of the field and its normal derivative,
H and L, satisfy the extinction-theorem equations
(3.11) and (3.12). It can also be shown that these
equations are sufficient to determine II and I. uni-
quely, or in other words that the corresponding
homogeneous equations (with B,=0) have only the
trivial solution H = 0, L = 0, except for the particu-
lar frequencies where undamped surface plas-
mons occur. The proof is as follows: the left-
hand sides of (3.6) and (3.7), for any square-inte-
grable H(y') and L(y'), represent functions of y
and z that are analytic in each of these variables
and are solutions of the Helmholtz equation except
for z = K(y) No.w every solution H, L of (3.11) and

(3.12) satisfies the extinction theorem (3.6b) for
all z& f(y) and (3.7a) for all z& K(y) by the princi-
ple of analytic continuation, even though (3.11) and
(3.12) were established by using the extinction
theorems outside the selvedge region. Then (3.6a)
and (3.7b) give the fields everywhere with the cor-
rect matching conditions and represent the unique
solution of the Helmholtz equation. Thus H and I.
must be uniquely determined by (3.11) and (3.12)
up to functions of measure zero that wouM not
change the value of the left-hand sides of (3.6) and
(3.7).

The solution of (3.11) and (3.12) can only be ob-
tained numerically by some sequence of succes-
sive approximations. One convenient procedure
is to expand 8 in Fourier series

H(y) = Q e'z'H(K')

and similarly for L(y). Using identities such as
—ipse'e '~~= de '~~/dy and integrations by parts,
the resulting equations can be written

( ii(K') —il. (ii'))

x (e" )z z. =0. (3.12')

For a periodic surface, the sum over K' reduces
to a sum over K„,=K,+ G„, in the usual way. One
can then keep only 2N equations for N values of
K„and solve for the first 2N coefficients H„
=H(K„) and L„=L(K„).

IV. RELATION BETWEEN THE RAYLEIGH METHOD
AND EXTINCTION THEOREM

The set of Rayleigh equations (2.11) is a matrix
equation for B(K) and C(K); the set of extinction
equations (3.11') and (3.12') is a matrix equation

xe ' ~ '~~""H(y)=2p+, 5„, (4.1)

for all n. Since the solution to these equations is
unique, it must be true that the set of functions

p„(y) =[P„—G„C'(y}]e ' "'~~~") is complete. Let
us also look at the Bayleigh equation for the same
case. It 18

pg &+iio(:()() (4 2)

which is an attempt to expand the function on the
right-hand side in terms of the basis p„(y). Since
the set p„(y) is complete, given any )7„we can
find N, large enough that some combination of the
first N, function p „(y) will approximate the right-
hand side to a mean-square difference less than

But, since the P„(y) are not orthogonal, when
we take some g, &g» requiring N, —N, terms, all
of the coefficients B(K„) may change including
those for n&N„. that is, for a oblique basis, there
is no finality of coefficients. " For this reason
the expansion may diverge. This, of course, can
be remedied by using a new basis set of functions
which consist of some linear combinations of the
P „(y). In particular, a basis set resulting from
the orthogonalization of the p„(y} will always give
convergent series. ' This argument can be gen-
eralized to cases of non-normal incidence by com-
paring the extinction equations for an incidence
angle of 0 with the Bayleigh equation for an angle
—8, as done in Appendix C.

By examining the extinction equation and the
Bayleigh method for a perfect conductor and S-
polarized light one finds instead of (4.1) and (4.2)

1
dy e-)G), )-i)„c&))L( ) 2p E 5 (4.1')

e-i( P iP i()i)+( K ) B eii)pi()i)
n i (4.2')

for H(K) and L(K). It is apparent that these ma-
trices have similar elements. Specifically, when
the surface profile is symmetric they become the
transposes of each other (see Appendix B). We
expect then that the uniqueness of the solution to
the extinction equations has important conse-
quences for the Bayleigh method. The mathemati-
cal arguments put forth by Millar" receive a phys-
ical interpretation in this light and are easily ex-
tended to a medium of finite permittivity.

I,et us look at (3.11) for the case of a perfect
conductor and a periodic surface with the boundary
condition L(y) = 0 for P polarization and normal
incidence. We get
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where E is the x component of the electric field
and I. its normal derivative at the surface. (The
boundary condition now is that E vanishes at the
surface. ) Proceeding as before, we see that the
set n„(y) = e f~~f(")e ' ~" appearing in (2.9) is also
camplete. Further, by repeating these two cases,
but with the vacuum replaced by a medium of per-
mittivity c, we can show that the remaining two
sets of functions in (2.9}are complete. It can then
be concluded that the Rayleigh equations (2.9}are
valid but that solutions by simple developments
such as (2.11) may diverge. This can be corrected
by properly choosing a new set of functions con-
sisting of combinations of the original ones. Or-
thogonalization is one cambination that always re-
sults in a set with which there will be convergence,
but it, and ta a somewhat lesser extent, equivalent
variational methods are complicated in the case
of a medium of finite permittivity.

It is possible to show directly that the Rayleigh
solution satisfies the extinction equations (3.11)
and (3.12}. Explicitly, the Rayleigh expression for
the refracted field (2.7'), gives

taining the C(K') is equal to L (y). If we multiply
the former by [1+V'(y) J' '()G,/eff' and the latter
by Go, Eq. (3.6b) tells us that the integral of the
difference will be equal to zero when E& f(y) T. he
steps used to obtain (2.13), in which C(K) has been
eliminated, are an implementation of the above
procedure for E& max[C(y)]. This becomes very
apparent if the above Green's-function integral is
reduced using (3.8) for E & max[(", (y)].

V. SMALL-ROUGHNESS LIMIT

In this section we show how simply one can ob-
tain the reflection coefficient and the dispersion
relation for surface plasmons from the reduced
Rayleigh equations of Sec. II. The results have
been obtained previously by much more cumber-
some versions of perturbation theory. "' With
the present method it is easy, if desired, to obtain
higher-arder corrections.

For small roughness we can solve (2.13) by
iteration, putting

(e'" ""}EE = 5EE + &(q -f '}4E + ' "
~ (5 ~ 1}

H(p) = g C(K~)eff C(~)+fE (4.3) To lowest order we find the specularly reflected
amplitude, which can be written

(4 4)

a(K)=6 a .
EE() f

EP

by use of the identities

(5.2)

These expressions satisfy (3.12) identically and

give the "reduced" Rayleigh equation (2.12) for
C(K) when substituted in (3.11). To show this one
uses certain "orthonormality relations" that are
listed in Appendix A. Similarly, the Rayleigh
expression for the reflected field [Eq. (2.5')],
gives

If(~) g efPO((hr)+fEow+ g ~(K&)e-fp'((y)+fE'y
K'

(4 5)

I.(y) = fa,.[p, -K,V (y)]e'"'""E&

i g B(K'[p'+K'g(y)]e """"E"
K'

(4.6)

Now we find that (3.11) is identically satisfied and
that (3.12) gives the "reduced" Rayleigh equation
(2.13). Again we make use of the relations listed
in Appendix A.

Finally, we wish to use the extinction theorem to
show the physical meaning of the tranformations
which were used to obtain (2.12) and (2.13}. The
sum

g efa'f(y)efE'yC(Ki)
K'

appearing in (2.9a) is equal to the field along the
surface, H(y); likewise, in (2.9b} the sum con-

q' -p'= (E —1)(~/c)',

(K'+pq)(p+ q) = (ep+ q)((d/c)',

+'-f q)(P -q) =(&f -q)(~/c}'

(5.3a)

(5.3b)

(5.4)

By inserting (5.2) back into (2.13) we find the
lowest-order result for the diffusely reflected
field (for K4K,}:

&(K)=»If (I-E)P.& ~ .'. ' . (5.5)
o (&p+Q)(&Pp+go)

In a similar way, we can find the surface-plas-
mon dispersion relation by putting B,. = 0 and
requiring that the resulting homogeneous equations
have a nonzero solution. Far a flat surface the
dispersion relation is given by cp+q = 0, corre-
sponding to the vanishing of the denominator in
(5.2). Recalling that P and q are pure imaginary
for real negative c, we putP=iP, q=iy, with

p = [K' —((d/c)']' ' -y = [K —f((d/c)']' ' (5.6)

By use of the identity (5.3b} the dispersion rela
tion &p+y=0, can also be written EP -py=0, and
from these two expressions it also follows that
K'+ y'/E = 0 or K'+ Ep'= 0, or more explicitly
(E+ 1)K'= E((d/c}' The disp. ersion relation for a
rough surface can be written in an even greater
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cp+y=~
~

K„~ (I —&)(A'+Py), (5.8)

with K= -vn/a. The factor (K'+py) on the right-
hand side can also be written 2K' or 2py, since
IP=Py to lowest order.

The scattered field (5.5) exhibits a resonance
when the surface-plasmon condition op+ q = 0 is
satisfied. For a grating, a marked resonant be-
havior (Wood's anomaly) will be obtained in the
specular and diffracted intensities.

The perturbation expansion we have employed
above can be continued formally to arbitrary order
in f. If the expansion converges, it appears that
the Bayleigh-Pano equations have a unique solu-
tion, which in the limit f = 0 is the correct solu-
tion of the scattering problem. The range of con-
vergence of this expansion in powers of f depends
on the shape of the function f(x) and is presumably
the same as the range of validity of the Bayleigh
method itself.

The generalization of these results to a random
surface is not difficult, since each Fourier com-
ponent of the surface roughness, gg g, , contributes
separately to the final formulas and ean thus be
treated independently. The formulas for the re-
flection coefficients have been obtained by other
methods and are well established. "' The formulas
for the surface-plasmon dispersion can be simply

variety of equivalent ways. To second order in f,
we find from (2.13) (with 8, =0) and (5.1)"

~.(1,), ( ' 0-&')( ' P-'&)

&P '+ y'

(5.7)

This equation, when solved for co as a function of
E, gives both the dispersion relation and the life-
time of the surface plasmon, from the real and
imaginary parts of ~(K) = cuzz{K)+ zi (K). A contri-
bution to I' arisen' from two sources: the imagin-
ary part of E, corresponding to electron-hole exci-
tations or interband transitions, and the fact that
P' is imaginary (i.e. , P' is real) for K' «u/c, giv-
ing a complex denominator -i&p'+y' on the right-
hand side of (5.7). The latter contribution is
clearly due to the radiative decay of the surface
plasmon in the presence of surface roughness.
In the case of a periodic surface profile, as in a
grating, the sum over E' involves only the values
K„=K+0„,as discussed in Sec. II. When K= —&G„
for some n (i.e. , the condition for Bragg diffrac-
tion of the surface plasmon is satisfied), the de-
nominator on the right-hand side of (5.7) vanishes

. and a gap opens in the ~(K) curve. By keeping
only the nth term in the sum we find that the fre-
quencies on the two sides of the gap are given by
the solutions of

obtained from (5.7) by allowing Kand K' to be two-
dimensional vectors and replacing KK' by K' K'.
This formula is equivalent to those obtained by
Maradudin and Zierau' by a method that is not
devoid of ambiguities.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated in detail the relation be- .

tween the Bayleigh method for the solution of the
problem of scattering from a rough surface and the
extinction theorem of optics. Since the extinction
theorem is valid without res.riction, one can de-
duce from this relation that the set of functions
employed in the Bayleigh method are complete,
although the Rayleigh expansion itself need not
converge. Many different versions of the theory
can be obtained by using these sets of functions to
carry out projections and expansions. By this
technique, we have been able to show explicitly
that the Rayleigh method and the extinction theo-
rem are in a sense equivalent. It should be noted
however that the projection procedure [as in going
from (2.9) to (2.12)] is always valid, while the
expansion procedure [as in going from (3~ 11) to
(2.12) by (4.3) and (4.4)] suffers the same limita-
tions as the original Rayleigh method, i.e., it
does not converge in general unless it is preceded
by an appropriate rearrangement, such as orthog-
onalization of the basis sets.

We have considered several possible systems of
equations and have found that the "reduced Ray-
leigh equation" (2.13) is most convenient for the
treatment of the small-roughness limit. We have
given an illustration of this by showing how the
surface-plasmon dispersion relation on a rough
surface can.be found in a simple and unambiguous
manner.

We have also carried out some numerical cal-
culations in the case of finite roughness, which
will be reported separately, along with a discus-
sion of the theory in the semiclassical limit.
Here we remark only that the reduced equation
(2.13) is not convenient for such calculations in
the case of large negative e (reflection from met-
als). It is easier to use the original Rayleigh
equations in their range of validity or the extinc-
tion theorem, partly because then the factors of
the type exp[ipC{y)] involve only real or imaginary
exponents.

Finally we note that the shape of the surface
p'rofile f(y) need not be given by an analytic func-
tion for the extinction theorem to be valid or for
the small-roughness expansion to hold. To make
sure of this, we have solved the self'-consistent
equations of Huygens' principle, (3.6a) and (3.7b),
for a saw-tooth profile by consistently keeping
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only the lowest-order terms in the height of the
saw tooth. After lengthy manipulations, the re-
sults can be shown to be equivalent to those re-
ported in Sec. V, with the appropriate f~ ~, .
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To prove (Al), integrate by parts using
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APPENDIX A

We list here a number of relations that prove
useful in showing the equivalence of various for-
mulations of the scattering problem for a corru-
gated surface:

dy p-p'+ K+K' g' y

x e((P+(')r(w)e i(» »'8 -0 -(Al)

dy q -q'+ K+K' f' y

x e((c+e &((y)e-((»-»')y 0 (Ali)

and note that p'-p"= —(K'-K"). To prove (A2)
proceed in the same way, except that p'- -p' and
the term with K= K' (and p =p') has to be treated
separately. To obtain (A1') and (A2'), simply let
p-q. Additional relations of a similar type are
obtained by taking the complex conjugate and also
by changing the sign of K and K'.

APPENDIX B

We show here explicitly the formal relation be-
tween the Rayleigh kernel and the extinction-theo-
rem kernel. The Bayleigh-Pano equations (2.11)
can be written Z» M»». H» =R»B„where, setting

)»-»' (e*"}»-»

&[(&'.-KK')/P']( "') ~ [( ~'. -KK')/ ']( "'),J

(a(K })
~C(K')) ~[(~'.-KK.)/p. ]( "")..~

'In a similar notation, the extinction-theorem equa-
tions (3.11') and (3.12') are written Z».M«.H».
=EBB&, where

(- (e~~~)»», [(0,'-KK')/p](e" ~~)»». )»»

( (e* (), , [(»V, -KK')/eq](e'"), .f
t'zf. (K )) (I)
(H(K )) '~0]

If the surface profile is symmetric, i.e. , if f( y}-
= N(y), one sees that M».» is the transpose of M«, .
Then the kernel of the Rayleigh-Pano method is
the transpose of the kernel of the extinction meth-
od,

APPENDIX C

The extinction equation (3.11) for the case of a
perfect conductor and a periodic surface and for
light of p polarization and incidence angle 8 is

a

dy [p -K 0'(y}]e ' + '~ ""'H(y) = 2pg (&,
0

(Cl)

where K„= (v/c) sin8+ G„and p„'= (~/c)'-K'„. The
Rayleigh equation for the same case and incidence
angle 8„ is

g [p".+K".&'(y }]e"~""J3.

=[P".-K".~'(y)]H;e""")e' &. (C2)

If we choose 8„=—8 we have K„=-K"„and p„=p"„„
so that (Cl) is

dy [p".+K".~'(y)]

x e*»"- -""-.«")H(y) = 2pg(V„,. (C3)

The argument following (4.2} can now be applied
to (C3) to show that the set of functions appearing
in (C2) is complete.
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